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Abstract—In this paper, we present an optimal resource
allocation scheme (ORA) for an all-participate (AP) cognitive
relay network that minimizes the symbol error rate (SER).
The SER is derived and different constraints are considered
on the system. We consider the cases of both individual and
global power constraints, individual constraints only and global
constraints only. Numerical results show that the ORA scheme
outperforms the schemes with direct link only and uniform power
allocation (UPA) in terms of minimizing the SER for all three
cases of different constraints. Numerical results also show that the
individual constraints only case provides the best performance
at large signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR).
Index Terms—Cognitive relays, opportunistic access, optimal
resource allocation, symbol error rate

I. I NTRODUCTION
In a cognitive radio network, the unlicensed or secondary
users communicate using time and space intervals, called
“spectral holes”, during which the licensed or primary users
are not active [1]. The transmitting secondary user can use
other secondary users as relays to achieve diversity gain,
which is cognitive relaying [2]–[4]. In cognitive relaying, after
detecting a “spectral hole”, the source broadcasts the signal to
the destination and the relays. The relays then forward the
signal to the destination.
The secondary user has to ensure that minimum interference
is caused to the primary user. However, it also has to ensure
that it achieves optimum throughput and symbol error rate
(SER). These seemingly conflicting objectives have been the
subject of much work in recent years. However, a majority
of the recent works focuses on optimizing the throughput.
These works also assume an “underlay” setup, in which the
primary and secondary networks co-exist. References [5]–[12],
all discuss optimal power allocations strategies for throughput
maximization for relay assisted cognitive radio networks in an
“underlay” setup.
In this paper, a cognitive relay network with opportunistic
access to the licensed bands is considered. The objective here
is to minimize the SER of the transmitting user while maintaining the throughout at an “acceptable” level. This ’acceptable’
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Fig. 1: Primary and secondary networks.

level depends on the application and the system requirements
and can differ for different systems. To reduce complexity
at the relays, only the source performs spectrum sensing. The
optimization problem is considered under different constraints.
Full channel state information (CSI) is assumed at the central
controller, who performs the optimization and informs the
source and the relays about their allotted power through
feedback channels. We consider amplify-and-forward (AF)
relaying.
Numerical results show the dependence of the optimal
sensing time on the primary user’s signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR).
Results also show that the system achieves a lower SER in
the case of a global power constraint only as compared to the
system under both global and individual power constraints.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
Consider a secondary network in which a source node
transmits data to a destination node through the help of m
relays with access to the licensed bands only available in the
absence of primary activity. The source and the relays transmit
on orthogonal channels; therefore, do not cause interference
with each other. A time orthogonal system is assumed in the
following. After the system starts up, during the first time slot,
the source searches for a “spectral hole”. The source transmits
data to the destination and the m relays, on detection of a
“spectral hole”. Otherwise it remains silent. The relays, each
in a different time slot, amplify-and-forward the signal to the

destination. Hence, one packet of data consumes m + 1 time
slots for transmission.
A. Received Signal Model
With such a mode of operation, there can be two received
signal models.
1) Without Interference from the Primary User: This is the
case when, with probability 1−Pf where Pf is the probability
of false alarm, the source correctly detects no primary activity.
The signals received at the destination and the relays from the
source are
p
(1)
yrt = EST hrt s + nrt ,
p
yit = EST hit s + nit ,
(2)

the destination from both the source and the relays now also
include a interfering signal due to primary user activity
p
(6)
yrt = EST hrt s + nrt + yIrt
p
yit = EST hit s + nit + yIit
(7)
where yIrt and yIit are the interference signals. Taking into
account the fact that the source and relays have no knowledge
of the interfering signal and adopting the same approach as
previously, one can write
s
EST Ei
yri =
hr hi s + nˆri + yIˆri
(8)
EST |hit |2 + σn2 it i t
where nˆri ∼ CN (0, σn2ˆr ) and
i

where s is the zero-mean and unit-energy transmitted symbol,
EST is the source energy, hrt is the channel response between
the source and the destination, hit is the channel response
between the ith relay and the source and nrt ∼ CN (0, σn2 rt )
and nit ∼ CN (0, σn2 it ) are the complex Gaussian noise
samples.The relay, after normalization, forwards the received
signal to the destination. Therefore the received signal at the
destination from the ith relay is
p
yri = Ei hri si + nri ,
(3)
where hri is the known channel response between the receiver
and the ith relay, Ei is the ith relay’s energy and nri ∼
CN (0, σn2 r ) is the complex Gaussian noise. Substituting si
i
in (3) gives
s
EST Ei
hr hi s + n˜ri ,
(4)
y ri =
EST |hit |2 + σn2 it i t

σn2ˆr =
i

Ei |hri |2 σn2 it
EST |hit |2 + σn2 it

and

s
yˆIi = yIri +

i

"
yI =
"s
hI =

1
σ n rt

y rt
s

EST
hr
σn2 rt t

+ σn2 r .
i

"

y = hs + n

(5)
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σnrt

EST
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σn2 rt t

y rt
s
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σn˜r1
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EST E1
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#T

hr1 h1t . . .

EST Em
σn2˜rm (EST |hmt |2 + σn2 mt )

#T
hrm hmt

and n ∼ CN (0, I)
2) With Interference from the Primary User: In this case,
with probability 1 − Pd where Pd is the probability of
detection, the source misses the transmission from the primary
user and transmits, which causes interference. The signals at

(9)

where
1
1
yr
y r1 . . . . . . . . .
σnˆr1
σnˆrm m

YI =

1
σ n rt

y I rt

#T

EST E1
hr1 h1t . . .
ˆ
σn2 r1 (EST |h1t |2 + σn2 1t )
EST Em
σn2ˆrm (EST |hmt |2 + σn2 mt )

Writing the m + 1 received signals in matrix form, one has

"

hri yIit

yI = hI s + nI + YI

s

EST |hit |2 + σn2 it

EST |hit |2 +σn2

Again in matrix form one has

i

σn2˜r =

Ei

i

it

where n˜ri ∼ CN (0, σn2˜r ) and
Ei |hri |2 σn2 it

+ σn2 r

#T
hrm hmt

1
1
yˆI . . . . . . . . .
yIˆ
σnˆr1 1
σnˆrm m

#T

and nI ∼ CN (0, I).
B. Spectrum Sensing
Spectrum sensing is performed, by means of an energy
detector, for the first ts seconds out of total time slot duration
of T seconds at the source node only. The remaining T − ts
is used for transmission, after detecting a “spectral hole”. The
probabilities of detection and false alarm, according to [13],
are given by
!
λ − N − γd
Pd = Q p
2(N + 2γd )


λ−N
Pf = Q √
2N
respectively, where λ is the threshold of the energy detector,
N = ts fs is the number of samples, fs is the sampling
frequency, γd equals N times the SNR at the output of the

detector and Q(.) is the Gaussian Q-function.
III. O PTIMIZATION
In this section, we formulate the optimization problem.
We derive the SER first and then give the constraints on
the optimization problem. Assuming maximal ratio combining
(MRC) at the destination, the SER is
p
SER = P (H0 )(Q( kγ0 ))(1 − Pf ) +
p
(10)
P (H1 )(Q( kγI ))(1 − Pd )
where γ0 is as the SNR after combining, γI is the signalto-interference-noise-ratio (SINR) after combining, k is a
constant which depends on the modulation scheme used,
P (H0 ) is the probability of no primary user transmission and
P (H1 ) = 1 − P (H0 ) is the probability of a primary user
transmission. The SNR γ0 can be found as
m
X
βi
γ0 = α +
σ 2˜
i=1

(11)

Now we form the different constraints on the problem. First we
consider both individual power constraints at the source and
the relay and a global power constraint on the whole system.
Therefore, the constraints are given by
0 ≤ pST ≤ pT , 0 ≤ pi ≤ pmax
, Pf ≤ Pfth (14)
i
m
X
pST +
pi ≤ ptotal , and RTs + ts ≤ T.
i=1

where pST is the power available at the source, pmax
is the
i
power available at each relay, ptotal is the power available
to the whole system and Pfth specifies the constraint on the
probability of false alarm. The constraints on Pf , Ts and ts
are introduced to maintain an acceptable throughput. Next the
two cases global power constraint only and individual power
constraints only are considered. For the case of global power
constraint only, the constraints will be
Pf ≤ Pfth , pST +

m
X

pi ≤ ptotal , and RTs + ts ≤ T. (15)

i=1

nri

In the other scenario, the constraints are given by

where
2

α=

pST Ts |hrt |
σn2 rt

βi =

0 ≤ pST ≤ pT , 0 ≤ pi ≤ pmax
, Pf ≤ Pfth ,
i

pST pi Ts2 |hri |2 |hit |2
.
pST Ts |hit |2 + σn2 it

and RTs + ts ≤ T.

Note that we have replaced the source and relay energies with
EST = pST Ts and Ei = pi TS
where pST and pi s are the source and relay powers, respectively and Ts is the symbol time. Similarly, γI can be
expressed as


Pm βi 2
α + i=1 2ˆ
σnr
i
(12)
γI =
Pm βi
P
m
αc
α + i=1 2ˆ + σ2 + i=1 d2ˆi β2ˆi
σnr

i

σnr σnr

n rt

i

i

(16)

A special case of importance is the absence of the direct link
between source and destination, because the relays take on a
more prominent role in the presence of no direct link. In this
case, the SER can be obtained by replacing α = 0 in (13).
The joint optimization problem (13) under all three constraints cases, (14), (15) and (16), in non convex and hence, it
is difficult to obtain closed-form expressions for the optimal
solutions. Therefore, one has to resort to numerical techniques
to find the optimal solution.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS

where
c = E[|yIrt |2 ]
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Substituting (11) and (12) in (10) gives the SER as
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Some selected numerical results are provided in this section.
All noise variances are set at 1. pT and pmax
are set at 2, while
i
ptotal is set at 2 + 1.5m. The total frame duration T is set as
100 ms. We set Pfth = 0.1, and R = 100. Binary Phase Shift
Keying (BPSK) is the constellation considered. As the sensing
time and the number of samples have a linear relationship, the
results are given in terms of the number of samples, N. Figure
2 shows the SER as a function of the number of samples for
different values of primary user’s SNR, γ. It is evident from
the figure that there is an optimal value of the number of
samples at which the SER is minimized. This trade-off is due
to the fact that with increase in N , the probability of detection,
Pd , increases, hence, decreasing SER. However, an increase
in N means a decrease in symbol time, Ts , which causes γ0
and γI to decrease, which in turn increases SER. Therefore,
a trade-off is seen in figure 2. The primary user’s, γ, greatly
affects the optimal number of samples. When γ is higher, it
takes less time to achieve the same Pd as opposed to, when
γ is lower. Hence, the smaller the γ, greater is the optimal
number of samples.
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Fig. 2: SER as a function number of samples (N).
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Figure 3 shows the SER plotted against the symbol time,
Ts . As one can see, it has the opposite characteristic as in
the case of optimal number of samples. This is because of
the inverse relationship between the sensing time and symbol
as expressed in the constraint RTs + ts ≤ T . Therefore, the
optimal value of the symbol time increases with increasing γ.
To analyze the performance of the optimization schemes
as a function of the system SNR, we let σn2 rt = σ 2 ,
σn2 it = ρσ 2 and σn2 r = µσ 2 , where ρ and µ are constants
i
which are set to 1 and then γs = σ12 . Figure 4 shows the
performance of the various schemes as a function of γs .
The figure shows that three all-participate optimal resource
allocation(AP-ORA) with direct link scenarios, i.e. global
constraint only (Gl), individual constraints only (Ind) and both
global and individual constraints, far outstrip the cases of
direct link only and uniform power allocation (UPA). In the
no direct link (NDL) scenario, AP-ORA-NDL performs better
under all three constraints than uniform power allocation with
no direct link (UPA-NDL). However, for lower γs the AP-

Fig. 4: Comparison of SER under different schemes and constraints.

ORA-NDL schemes provide greater SER than the direct link
only case. This shows the significance of a robust direct link,
particularly for lower γs . This fact is also evident by the
difference in performance between the no direct link cases
and the direct link scenarios. Among the different constraints,
the global constraints only scenario outperforms the case with
both global and individual constraints only, both in the direct
and no direct link cases. This is because that even though
the global constraint is same for both cases, the global only
case is not limited by the individual constraints, hence more
power can be allocated to the source or relay which has the
best conditions for data transmission. Therefore, taking full
advantage of the channel conditions and achieving a lower
SER. The comparison between global constraint only and
individual constraints only need further discussion.
The no direct link scenario is considered first. In this
scenario, the individual constraints only case outperforms the
global constraint only case for all values of γs . The difference
between the two cases becomes more prominent at higher γs .
The individual constraints only case gives lower SER than
global constraints only because, even though in the latter
scenario more power can be allocated to the relay with better
channel, the total power available to the former is greater.
And this larger power makes up for the fact that each relay
has constrained power. In the direct link case, the global
constraints only case gives better SER performance than the
individual constraints only case for lower γs . This is due to
the presence of a direct link. As discussed previously, the
direct link has a great influence. The power of the direct link
is limited in the individual case, however, more power can
be allocated to the direct link in the global case. Therefore,
even though the individual case has more total power, the
global constraints only case outperforms it by allocating more
power to the direct link. The individual constraints only case
outperforms the global constraints case for higher γs . This is
due to the fact that now there is less noise in the system and
as there is more total power available in the individual case, it
overcomes the limitation of the constrained source power and
gives better SER.

TABLE I: Glossary
ACRONYM

F ULL N AME

AP-ORA

A LL -PARTICIPATE WITH O PTIMAL R ESOURCE A LLOCATION

AP-ORA-GL

A LL -PARTICIPATE O PTIMAL R ESOURCE A LLOCATION WITH G LOBAL CONSTRAINT ONLY

AP-ORA-Ind

A LL -PARTICIPATE O PTIMAL R ESOURCE A LLOCATION WITH I NDIVIDUAL CONSTRAINTS ONLY

UPA

U NIFORM P OWER A LLOCATION

AP-ORA-NDL

A LL -PARTICIPATE O PTIMAL R ESOURCE A LLOCATION WITH NO DIRECT LINK

AP-ORA-NDL-GL

A LL -PARTICIPATE O PTIMAL R ESOURCE A LLOCATION WITH G LOBAL CONSTRAINT ONLY AND NO DIRECT LINK

AP-ORA-NDL-Ind

A LL -PARTICIPATE O PTIMAL R ESOURCE A LLOCATION WITH I NDIVIDUAL CONSTRAINTS ONLY AND NO DIRECT LINK

UPA-NDL

U NIFORM P OWER A LLOCATION WITH NO DIRECT LINK

outperformed both AP-ORA and AP-ORA-Gl for higher γs
and greater number of relays.
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Fig. 5: SER as a function of number of relays (m).

The same phenomena can be observed in Figure 5, but
this time as a function of the number of relays (m). Again,
the AP-ORA scenarios outperform their UPA counterparts.
Additionally, for a larger number of relays the AP-ORA-NDL
cases give lower SER than UPA. AP-ORA, with and without
direct link, with both global and individual power constraints
gives a higher SER than AP-ORA-Gl and AP-ORA-Ind, again
with and without direct link. In the no direct link case APORA-NDL-Ind gives considerable better performance than
AP-ORA-NDL-Gl, particularly for a large number of relays
as AP-ORA-NDL-Ind has more total power. However, again
it can be seen that, in the presence of a direct link, AP-ORAInd and AP-ORA-Gl are much closer in performance. And
AP-ORA-Ind starts outperforming AP-ORA-Gl only when the
number of relays is larger.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an all-participate (AP) optimal resource allocation (ORA) that minimizes SER was proposed. It was shown
that the AP-ORA scheme outstripped the conventional uniform
power allocation (UPA) in terms of SER performance. The
importance of the direct link to the system performance was
also shown. It was also demonstrated that the AP-ORA-Ind
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